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Abstract 
Production and maintenance of large Abstract Test Suites (ATSs) has become a complex 
activity involving several actors. This paper presents the main features of a method supporting 
this activity and describes a tool supporting this method. This tool. based on the Concerto 
platform. is being progressively used at CNET Lannion for the ISDN ATSs management. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Today. ATSs are large and complex objects. They are difficult to set up. Their life cycle is 
long and a lot of modifications must be performed due to several external reasons: 
• Standardization bodies never provide ATS actually validated. Corrections must be applied 
when ATS are really implemented and used on test tools . 
• Standards themselves evolve. ATSs must be kept consistent with these evolutions. 
All modifications must be controlled: people. particularly test equipment manufacturers. need 
to know precisely the modifications done on ATSs. Identified versions of ATSs must be 
periodically distributed to users. Trace of the evolutions must be kept One should know 
when and why a modification has been done. which client has received what. etc. It is more 
or less a question of quality management. 
Moreover. some ATSs use tables already existing in other ATS. In order to keep the different 
ATSs consistent and to avoid making the same modification several times. ATS fragments 
must be physically shared among ATSs. 

The group in charge of the maintenance of ATSs used for checking the conformity with the 
ISDN protocol at CNET (France Telecom Research Centre) experienced this complex activity. 
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It provides ISDN ATSs to test laboratories, equipment suppliers and standardization bodies 
(OSTC, ETSI, ... ). The need for appropriate methods and tools has been clearly identified. 

In this context, CNET developed a method for its ATSs management and maintenance and 
asked Sema Group to build a tool to support this method. This tool is based on the Concerto 
platform and particularly on its TICN, Organizer and Configurator environments. 

2 TEST SUITES MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE ME1HOD 

Once adopted by ad hoc standardization bodies (French or European), ATSs enter a 
maintenance process. ATSs are maintained by a managing site which distributes them to user 
sites for exploitation, e.g. test laboratories. 

The maintenance process is essentially based on document exchanges between the managing 
site and the user sites and is organised in three main steps: 

Observation step 
An observation fonn, giving all necessary details, is issued whenever a user site detects 
a problem within an ATS. This problem may involve several ATS tables. The observation 
form is either transmined by fax or through an electronic network to the managing site. An 
observation form is identified by the user site. 

Every observation is acknowledged by the managing site. Usually processing an observation 
consists in performing some modifications to the related tables. 

Modification step 
Periodically, the managing site examines all the observation forms. Once modifications are 
achieved, the managing site informs the user sites by issuing a modification form. 

The modification form indicates the corrected table(s), the ATSs, the nature of the correction 
made and refers to the related observation form. A modification form is also identified by the 
managing site. 

Every change made to a table is described by a trace statement, that identifies clearly the 
modification and appears in the history list of the table. This history list is automatically 
inserted in the Detailed Co~nts field of the TTCN table. 

Delivery step 
When the managing site estimates that a sufficient number of changes have been made to an 
ATS or that a blocking point has been reached, it decides to perform a delivery to the user sites. 

Two kinds of deliveries can be performed: 
• A modification delivery is composed of the list of modification forms made on the ATS 
tables, and of the GR (graphical format) of these tables. 
• A full ATS delivery is composed of the complete ATS GR, and of the set of modification 
forms made on the ATS tables since the last complete deliVery. 
In both cases, the ATS MP (machine processable format) is delivered on magnetic support. 
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3 METHOD SUPPORT: TIlE NUMERIX SOLUTION 

The software solution developed by Sema Group is called Numerix for it was first developed 
for the Numeris (France Telecom ISDN network:) test suites. 

The managing site is equipped with workstations running the Numerix tool, while user sites 
may (it is not mandatory) be equipped with a workstation running Concerto/ITCN so as 
stable versions of ATSs can be consulted. Being able to guarantee a frozen status of a suite 
across sites is a key feature of the solution, since it provides reliable infonnation. 

The Numerix solution is built upon the Concerto factory and makes use of: 
• the Concerto/ITCN environment, 
• the Organizer environment, 
• the Configurator environment, 
• the Doc environment. 
Specific commands to assist the different maintenance steps are provided to the user. 

The TTCN environment is composed of a TICN editor, a PICS and PIXIT editor, a document 
generator, a static semantics checker, a quality checker and a specialized archive system 
allowing the management of large ATSs. ATSs can share conunon tables. Thus, when a table 
is modified, all ATSs providing that table are automatically updated. 
The Organizer environment allows the management of the activities within a Concerto site. It 
allows creation, updating and management of tasks in conformity with rules defining a given 
method and submission of these tasks to the agents in charge of their execution. 
The Configurator environment provides version and configuration management for the objects 
produced within the factory and in particular for ATSs and ATSs fragments. 
The Doc environment is used to produce and manage technical documents. 

The various components of the Numerix solution are used in the following way: 
• the TICN editor and associated semantic functions to produce and check the ATSs, 
• the TICN archive system to store the ATSs and manage the sharing of fragments between 
ATSs, 
• the Organizer to implement the observation and modification forms, 
• the Configurator to supply version management on the ATSs. 
Specific and simple commands allow to go from one step of the method to another: create an 
observation form, deliver modifications, generate a modification form, etc. 

Observation and modification forms are implemented as tasks managed by the Organizer 
environment. A task represents an activity performed by one or several users and contains 
references to the data used and produced by the activity. 
A task follows a precise life cycle: it is first created according to a task model, then submitted 
to a user, who starts, then completes the task. 
It is possible to query the registered information through Organizer commands. For example 
it is possible to know all observations related to a given TICN table. 
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Figure 1 The Numerix solution 

3.1 Observation tasks 
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The information contained in a user site observation form is reported manually within 
Numerix by the means of an observation task. 

The TICN tables mentioned by the observation form are referenced in the task by hypertext 
links set by the user. Their contents are thus directly accessible from the task. 

The managing site specifies in this task how the observation will be processed, for example: 
• do the modification, 
• first do a complementary study, 
• forward to concerned bodies, 
• no processing. 

Several observations issued from different user sites may concern the same tables on the same 
subject. Such observations are called associated and lead to a unique processing. These 
associations are implemented by hypertext links in the associated observations field. 

The N umerix tool can be used to produce a document from an observation task. This document, 
including the answer elements, can be sent to the issuing site as an acknowledgement. 
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task obs 0891 
FHe Ed~ Organlzer Repos~ry Numerlx Concertll 

• 
I~ obs 019 ~~Task created 

Ileatstratloa or all observaUoll ro Etienne Destcures 

.=J Analys, til' rIC,rVld obSIn/Qtfon, d,cfd, Its prtIC,ssfng 

~ Task or tile aodel nurnerlx_observatlon 

~ create. "Etienne Destcures 13.4.10115 12:40 

.=!I INPUTS 
SellcUq site (eat) 

112 ]I text 

IA LET 
RI CreaUoll Date (tat) 

]I date 

1].04.115 

Versloll (VII/ErSI) (ver) 
]I enumeration (VN ETSJ) 

ETSI 
COllceraed ITCN tallies (tab) 

]I archive (TTCN archive) 

IE! TClll112 of Ihome/etlenne/N]P02B.].7 

EIIVIroJUllellt (eav) 
]I text 

ATS revision following the ITAAAG resolutions 
Extemal DescrlpUon (dex) 

]I text 

Advisory Note prO]4 
A terminal can send SADME again on request from level] 
after N200 repetitions. 
Garaaty (pr) 

]I enumeration (YES NO) 

YES 
Priority level (prl) 

]I enumeration (URGENT NORMAL) 

NORMAL 
OUTPUTS 

Processinl (tra) 
• enumeration (NONE SEND BACK MODIFICATION 

STUDY) 

MODIFICATION 

ObservaUoIl5 assocI'es (oas) 
C> archive (task) 

Figure 2 Example of an Observation task description form 

3.2 Modification tasks 

Every modification undertaken on an ATS is declared in a modification task. The various 
fields contain: 
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• hypertext links to the tables to be corrected and also to the tables effectively corrected, 
• hypertext links to the observation task which initiates the processing, and its associated 
observation tasks, 
• a complete description of the modifications carried out 

tukmod4181 

FOe Ed. Organizer ReposilDly Numertx Concerto 

• 1-' 1IlO4411 ITask ID CCSS 

I~ TTCN tallies IllCMUflcaUOJl Etlmne res 

I.!.. ~ D"a rllclIlmf Dbsf!l1latl':Jfrm: mDtllflcatfDll Dr 
ctRICI!l'll ta IS. A trace Dr till m ~atffRI rs automatIcally 

't lnsertlld In tire comment part Dr till ablll It'III!n clDsfng till 
I:;] taslc. 

Task of tile DIOGeI numerlz_modlflcatlon .. 
I~ create .. ~Etlenne Desi!cures 13.4.1l1li5 19:24 

salnalt II to Etlmne Desi!cures lJ.4.111115 19:24 

I~ 
aa:eptell .., Etienne Desi!cures 13.4.1995 19:25 

INPUTS 
1.2 Ol'llblal observildOD. (obs) 

]I archive (task) 

• obs 089 
Assoc:IIlted observaUOJl (aob) 

E archive (task) 

lObS 0111 
obs 092 

TTCN tables to III~ (Ita) 
:. archive (TT N archive) 

lEI TC1U12 or Ihome/etlenne/NJP02B.J.7 
Ve1'Sloa (VNn:rsI) (ver) 

]I enumeration (VN ETS!) 

ETSI 
OUTPUTS 

MoaIfied TTCN tables (1IIta) 
• archive (TTCN archive) 

eI TC111112 or Ihome/etlenne/NJP02B.J.7 
lEI PRJ0201 or Ihome/etienne/NJP02B.J.7 
Aathor (aat) 

• string 

Pierre-Yves Danet and Etlmne Desi!cures 
Slaon label (Db) 

.. ct.'nO' 

Figure 3 Example of a Modification task description form 

The "create modification" command is used to create a modification task from an observation 
task. The elements of the observation task are automatically reported in the input fields of the 
modification task. 

The Numerix tool can be used to create a document from a modification task. 
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3.3 History lists 

The complete history list of a given table is automatically built by Numerix: 
every completion of a modification task: inserts automatically a history statement in the 
Detailed Comments field of the modified 1TCN table taken from the modification task. 

nst Case DJuamic IIeImIour 
nst Case Name: TC19114 
Group: JISDNJBasic_c:alJJSuccalfulpeecb/ 
J'urpcMe: GLOBAL CAlL REP. -STATB IU - PASSIVE JUT BEHAVIOUR 

SYNTACTICAlLY INVALID 'lBSTEVBNTS 
Coo"unt1oo: 
Default: DF699al 
Commeats: 
Nr LIbel IIebmaur Descrlptloa COIIIInInts Ret Venld Commeuts 
1 +PR39003 ptambIc III RO 
2 LlERROR STAKl'TAC ERR22S POO RESTART ACK 
3 Ll L7STATUSr [(STAnJS.CST.CSTV ,. 61) S17(O) (P) valid STArnS 

AND (STA1US.CAU.CVAL,. 96») CAN-
CEL TAC 

4 +CSS9003 (61 ,I) 
S +UMS9902 lIIICXpC(:Ied message 
6 ooroLl 

Detailed Commeota: 
The leSt step CSS9003 is used for cbeckiDg die JUT J1aIe R1. 
References III RealnmlIDdatioD 
ETS 300 102 S.B.7.1 

°HV 128.2.94 I 1.0 I mod 087 I obi 047 I N3P02 I JIJeamblc III RO is DOW PR39003 
°HV 112.4.9S I 1.1 I mod 2931 obIll3l N3P02 N3B02I Pmpose IIIIJdified 
°HV 113.4.9S 1 1.1 1 mod 2971181191 N3P02 N3B02161 inlead of71 

Figure 4 Example of a TICN table with a history list which automatically results from 
modification form processing 

Each statement is composed of the modification task: main elements: date, version, observation 
and modification task: numbers, embedding suites, short description of the modification. The 
history list which appears in each modified table can be immediately consulted in every 
representation of the table (MP, screen, paper). Obviously, these statements do not garble 
actual comments, which remain modifiable. 

The Numerix tool can be used to create a document containing the history list in a more 
readable way from a given TICN table. 

3.4 Delivery processing 

With a single command the Numerix tool allows the production of: 
• a delivery document 
• a Unix file containing the suite MP. 
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A modification delivery document contains the set of modification forms that initiated the 
delivery. A full ATS delivery document contains the OR format of the whole ATS delivered. 
followed by the list of modification forms. In both cases, modifications are described starting 
at a chosen version of the ATS ; it may be the last one delivered or a previous one, so that 
specific deliveries can be done for particular user sites. 

Generally the delivery of a suite makes official a new version of that suite. It is important to 
freeze this new version. Then it is exported to a specific Concerto base and can be consulted 
through the network by the using sites. 

3.5 Version management and ATS composition 

The TTCN database is split in two separate areas: 
• the "Reference Area", 
• the "Development Area". 

The reference area contains the stable versions of the ATSs while the ATSs under development 
or modification are stored in the development area. ATSs in the reference area are frozen: 
they are write-protected. A modification to a frozen suite implies first the creation of an 
unfrost copy placed in the development area with a new version number. This operation is 
called "check-out". The "check-in" operation consists in moving the modified ATS from the 
development area to the reference area and to freeze it The link between an ATS version and 
the previous version is kept This mechanism, supported by the Configurator environment, is 
widespread in Concerto and is also applicable to shared fragments. 

ATSs can be composed of fragments shared by other suites. These fragments are called ATS 
components. The current practice at CNET is to use components at the table level, but it 
could be done at any other level, e.g. Test Groups. Modifications to tables usually lead to 
the creation of one or several versions of the tables. Before delivering an ATS it is necessary 
to update it, so that it refers the appropriate, usually the newer, version of every component 
This operation is assisted by a special command allowing to choose in a matrix which version 
of each component is to be taken. The updated ATS can then be frozen and constitutes a 
stable version which can be delivered and exported to other sites. 

4 CONCLUSION 

The Numerix solution installation is in progress at CNET. It is too early to make definite 
conclusions but it can be said that: 
• The saving of all the significant events in the organizer database and the facilities to query 
this database is appreciated by the users, 
• The sharing of tables between ATSs allows the reduction of the number of managed tables 
from 60 000 to 20 000. 
• The use of simple and familiar concepts (observation, modification, etc.) enables the users 
to be operational very quickly, 
• Numerix has been designed to be, as far as possible, not too much linked to the method and 
parameterizable. It could be easily adapted to support another method. 
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